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President’s Message
Jennifer Andrews

Art by @BLCKSMTHdesign,
quote by @jennyjaﬀe

I could not have imagined writing such a column six weeks ago. When
our oﬃce proudly released the ACCUTE 2020 conference schedule on
March 11th, I was still hopeful that we might find a way to meet in
person, but that was clearly not to be. Shortly thereafter, I began to
write an unruly blog post about how to cancel a conference, a
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document which grew far beyond reasonable proportions as changes came fast
and furious—from the closure of my children’s school and the frantic move to
alternative delivery classes at universities and colleges across Canada, to the
closure of national and provincial borders to all but essential travel.
Cancelling a conference is a complex and disheartening process, and one that
has been a huge learning curve for our oﬃce. The health and safety of our
members is paramount, and we are especially grateful to the Canadian
Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences for making the decision to
cancel Congress 2020 and to provide ACCUTE, along with all of its member
associations, the support to make choices about how to proceed according to the
needs and wishes of those associations. In the case of ACCUTE, thanks to the wisdom of a
number of members and our very sage ACCUTE Board, we realized that our members are incredibly
overwhelmed by the quick and dramatic changes that they have faced and continue to face: as
caregivers, parents, teachers, supervisors, teaching assistants, course instructors, and graduate
students.
Rather than further burdening members, we decided to pivot the focus of this year’s ACCUTE
gathering to create a truncated program that consists of two plenary talks, delivered by Anthony
Stewart and Emma Donoghue, that I hope will spark some excitement and joy for members. Both
plenary talks are being presented virtually and without charge in the afternoons of June 1st and 2nd
respectively; they are open to the public. You can find further details and register to attend at our
Federation website: https://www.congress2020.ca/associations/19. We hope that you will join us! In
addition, ACCUTE is holding its Annual General Meeting and Celebration of Research on June 2nd to
take care of the business of the association, to raise a virtual toast to the Priestley Prize and Canada
Graduate Merit Award winners, and to create a smooth transition to the incoming executive at Brock
University, where ACCUTE is headed this summer. All of these events require registration on the
Federation website (without cost), so please do so ahead of
time.
I want to close by reiterating my thanks to the current
ACCUTE oﬃce—Liz Eﬃnger, the ACCUTE Vice-President,
and Vicky Simpson, the Oﬃce Co-ordinator—whose advice
has been invaluable. I am so very fortunate and grateful that
our oﬃce runs as a team; their wisdom has made this recent
change in focus from in-person to online events a wonderful
experience! I am also incredibly grateful to Manina Jones,
who committed to serving as ACCUTE’s Local Area Coordinator eleven months ago. I am so sad that ACCUTE
members did not get the opportunity to experience her
meticulous and thoughtful eﬀorts to make this year’s ACCUTE
conference the best ever. Finally, the Federation team has
been remarkable in helping our oﬃce plan for the virtual
events in early June.
If you get a chance to have a dance party during your time at
home, please do practice your dance moves for ACCUTE
2021 and take a moment to relish the Dance Party that never
was by listening to DJ Mark McCutcheon's House in the
Country dance mix. My hope is that our wonderful in-house
DJ Mark McCutcheon will be back to help members rock the
night away in 2021!
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Vice-President’s Message
Elizabeth Effinger
I think the only one happy about quarantine life is my dog, Langley. For me, our extra walks and
snuggles only somewhat help to lessen the sense of loss and grief that marks this time. According
to popular therapist Esther Perel, we’re all facing an “unprecedented set of unfamiliar emotions”:
“We’re not ‘working from home,’ we’re trying to adapt to an entirely new worldview while
working, learning, teaching, partnering, parenting, and more, on top of each other, in the
midst of a global crisis. We’re not tired; we’re burned out. We’re not ‘waiting for things to
return to normal,’ we’re obsessing about what ‘normal’ will even be after this. And for
that matter, when is ‘after’ going to come?”
Perel puts her finger on it, this strange feeling of burning out as we struggle with a new
worldview. So many of us are feeling this way. Some of you wrote to us to express your relief
when the Board decided to cancel this year’s regular conference program.
In thinking carefully about ACCUTE’s role amidst this crisis, the Board decided to focus the
association on advocacy work. In April 2020, our tireless ACCUTE President Jen Andrews wrote
and circulated three important letters to express concern and advocate for change during the
COVID-19 pandemic: (1) to Finance Minister Bill Morneau in support of scholarly non-profit
associations; (2) to Chairs of English regarding protection for contingent faculty and adjustments
to the tenure and promotion clock for tenure-track faculty; and (3) to Chairs of English
requesting that institutions waive fees or offset tuition costs for graduate students. Each of these
letters can be read in full on our website here. We’ve advocated for the best interests of all our
members, especially those who are most vulnerable during these increasingly precarious times.
To help ACCUTE continue to
thrive as an association, it is
essential to maintain strong
membership numbers. Without a
conference, and to keep us in
good shape for next year’s
conference in Edmonton, it is
more critical than before to renew
your membership this year if
you’re in a position to do so.
Click here to join or renew your
membership.

Liz and her VP, Langley
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Thank you to those who have
already renewed. We appreciate
your support as we face down
this crisis. Please join us for our
virtual events this year — free of
charge — on June 1st and 2nd.
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Coordinator’s Message
Vicky Simpson
A few short months ago, I was forming conference
panels out of nearly 300 paper proposals, which is no
easy task. When the possibility of Congress 2020
being cancelled first came up, I grumbled at the
thought of months of work being so easily erased.

Vicky, ACCUTE
coordinating from her
home oﬃce

However, when the possibility of Congress moving
online was suggested, I froze with a mountainous fear.
I worried that the work would not simply be
redundant, but that I would actually have to do it all
over again (forming all new panels as the registration
number dwindled) and, frankly, do it worse. Because
I’m a contract academic, I would have to help
organize and run a virtual conference (something I’ve
never done before) at the same time that I pivot to
digital for my own courses (shout out to ed-techoracle and ACCUTE veteran Brenna Clarke Gray here
for her guidance on this), look after two minor-in-size
but major-in-whining children, and, in my spare time,
serve as President for a non-profit early learning and
childcare co-operative that is facing a financial crisis
like never before. If my first Zoom call with colleagues
taught me anything, it was that I need to lower my
expectations for myself: the background music for the
whole two-hour call was my two cats taking turns
noisily visiting their litter box nearby. (I’ve since set up a proper desk in
my bedroom, where I can close them out of the room. Neither
productivity nor mental health has improved.) I’m sure we all have stories
like these.

Needless to say, I was hugely relieved that the ACCUTE Board recognized the numerous ways we
are all struggling right now, and how the humane thing to do for ourselves and each other might be
to do a little less.
At this point, it’s impossible to know what next year’s ACCUTE conference will look like, assuming
that, by then, it can even happen. If it does, we have assured our members that their accepted
papers from 2020 can be presented, and their proposed member-organized and joint-sponsored
panels can be launched again, if they so choose. We know this won’t be possible for everyone.
Some members will have to withdraw from the next conference because of previous commitments,
tight schedules, a lack of funding, or perhaps simply a desire to work more slowly and with less
pressure. Quite likely, we will emerge from this pandemic, looking at all our work with new eyes,
wondering at its worth or significance, and being tempted to move in a new direction. That’s
understandable, even desirable. ACCUTE will still accept new ideas for panels (stay tuned for the
call this summer!) and new papers, from either new members or those who were originally
scheduled to attend the 2020 conference.
What we can expect to have in the future is a more robust conference that maybe echoes the
original plan, but also makes important long-term changes in response—using this crisis to rebuild,
to produce something better and more humane. We will hope to see you there!

ACCUTE Newsletter
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Virtual Keynotes @ ACCUTE 2020
We are thrilled to announce that we have two wonderful plenary speakers for the virtual ACCUTE
2020 conference.

Anthony Stewart and Emma Donoghue

JOIN US FOR OUR FREE
VIRTUAL EVENTS JUNE 1&2.
CLICK HERE FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
ACCUTE Newsletter
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Congress Graduate Merit Awards
ACCUTE received an impressive array of applications from graduate students proposing papers for this year’s
conference. After careful selection, we were proud to nominate three graduate students for the Federation’s
Congress Graduate Merit Awards (CGMA) and to acknowledge an honourable mention. The CGMA is a
$500 prize, provided with financial support from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
(SSHRC).

ACCUTE Winners
Kirsty Cameron, University of Manitoba
“Queer Disruptions in Tennessee Williams and Carson McCullers”
This paper pairs a reading of Tennessee Williams and his contemporary, Carson McCullers, as their work
appears in early American Civil Rights Era literary discourse. Both writers present transgressive characters
who are sacrificial in the scapegoat sense referred to by René Girard, consistent with a theme of sacrifice
founded in the origins of Western Literature. The theme is revolutionized in the mid twentieth-century work of
Williams and McCullers, through characters and situations presented as grotesques. The result is a body of
foundational texts of Queer literature, marking the Southern American Gothic as a fundamental genre of
political disruption.
Kirsty Cameron is a PhD candidate in English at the University of Manitoba. Kirsty was awarded a 2018
SSHRC doctoral fellowship for her dissertation work on Tennessee Williams. Kirsty is also a creative writer, an
English TA, and an itinerant sessional instructor in Composition and Creative Writing at Brandon University.
Braidon Schaufert, University of Alberta
“The Queer Ambivalence of Virtual Bodies”
The Black Mirror episode “Striking Vipers” depicts two heterosexual men engaging in an ongoing sexual
relationship in a virtual reality fighting game. I argue that representations of technology like the one in “Striking
Vipers” speak to cultural anxieties around the opportunities and limits produced by blurring the boundary
between physical and virtual bodies. “Striking Vipers” imagines a scenario in which virtual reality mitigates the
stigma of queer social organization but ultimately contains queerness to a specific set of relations in order to
preserve heteronormativity’s future.
Braidon Schaufert is a Ph.D. student in the Department of English and Film Studies at the University of Alberta
and has a Master’s degree in Cultural Studies and Critical Theory from McMaster University.

ACCUTE Newsletter
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Sharon Vogel, Dalhousie University
“Re-echo[ing] the cry of Macduﬀ”: Community Sympathy and Political Failure in the Theatre in Mary Shelley’s
The Last Man.
While Mary Shelley’s The Last Man disparages political structures, portraying them as at worst corrupt and at
best ineﬀective, it uses a performance of Macbeth to advocate for a more inclusive community of shared
sympathy and collaborative eﬀorts. This performance creates a microcosm for a community united in
aesthetics over rationality and transcending class and gender divisions, advocates for a shared sense of
sympathy, demonstrates the ineptitude of political systems to provide an antidote for social ills, and,
ultimately, provides the possibility for readers interacting with the text to join in a shared sympathy for their
fellow creatures.
Sharon Vogel is a third year PhD candidate in the department of English at Dalhousie University and a parttime lecturer at Dalhousie’s Fountain School of Performing Arts. Her SSHRC-funded research focuses on
representations of witchcraft in Early Modern drama and seeks to understand how they function to critique
Jacobean politics.

ACCUTE Honourable Mention
Ashley Howard, University of Victoria
“Lettuce Entertain You: Floral Agency in Ralph Knevet’s Rhodon and Iris”
I will begin with a short summary of Rhodon and Iris, given its obscurity, before briefly explaining its historical
context as occasional drama. The presentation will then define aﬀective agency and examine how Knevet
asserts this agency via the three main uses of plants in his play: as cosmetics to beautify and later disguise
the jealous lover, as love potions to alter the heart and humours, and as poisons and antidotes. I will display
images of plants and excerpts of their early modern “virtues” and uses from Gerard’s Herbal to supplement
my analyses.
Ashley Howard is an MA student in the Department of English at the University of Victoria. Her research
focuses on 17th century amateur drama, ecocriticism, and editorial theory and practice. She is currently
editing a critical edition of Rhodon and Iris for the Digital Renaissance Editions.
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Members’ News
MADELINE BASSNETT (Western) is pleased to announce the
publication of Under the Gamma Camera is a frank portrait of our
relationship with disease, exploring the contrary state of being that is
illness. Rooted in her own experience of diagnosis, treatment and
remission, Madeline Bassnett’s poems bristle with authenticity, with
tactile and emotional detail available only to one who has lived it. A
major preoccupation in these poems is reconciling the contradictory
ways in which we experience illness and treatment—an experience at
once deeply personal and human and also strangely impersonal and
clinical. On one side is a catalogue of emotional responses, from
denial, resistance and a sense of betrayal, to gratitude and relief; on
the other, the strange detachment from our own body, the indiﬀerence
of our corrupt cells to our fate, and the often alienating medical
complex and the technology mobilized in our aid. Bassnett pays
particular attention to the way the body is the medium through which
all these things are experienced.
As a collection, Under the Gamma Camera is not a survivor’s memoir;
Bassnett’s objective lies elsewhere, beyond any particular story line, beyond individual experience.
At heart, these poems recount our internal struggle with external realities, portraying a tactile
awareness of being—in states of distress and pain, in spiritual movement, and in the natural world.
Their frankness is balanced by their sense of reverence and vulnerability. Bassnett accomplishes
much of this through skillful use of form, through control of language, rhythm and sound, and the
oﬀer of striking metaphor. She also repurposes traditional frameworks like the seven deadly sins,
the virtues and the pilgrimage narratives, refreshing their potency. Introspective as this collection
sometimes feels, where the natural world and the human body share vulnerability, its view ultimately
turns outward, contrasting self-perception’s snare against a persistently alive, evolving world.

PAUL HUEBENER (Athabasca) is pleased to announce the publication
of Nature’s Broken Clocks. The environmental crisis is, in many ways,
a crisis of time. From the distress cries of birds that no longer know
when to migrate, to the rapid dying of coral reefs, to the quickening
pace of extreme weather events, the patterns and timekeeping of the
natural world are falling apart. We have broken nature’s clocks.
Lying hidden at the root of this problem are the cultural narratives that
shape our actions and horizons of thought, but as Paul Huebener
shows, we can bring about change by developing a critical literacy of
time. Moving from circadian rhythms and the revival of ancient
frozen bacteria to camping advertisements and the politics of oil
pipelines, Nature’s Broken Clocks turns to works of fiction and poetry,
examining how cultural narratives of time are connected to the
problems of ecological collapse and what we might do to fix them.
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REINHOLD KRAMER (Brandon) is pleased to announce the publication
of Are We Postmodern Yet? And Were We Ever? (Palgrave, 2019). The
book explores a variety of important social changes, including the
resistance to objective measures of truth, the rise of “How-I-Feel”
ethics, the ascendancy of individualism, the immersion in cybersimulations, the push toward globalization and multilateralism, and the
decline of political and religious faiths. Attempts, since the 1990s, to
replace broad cultural narratives with ego-based narratives and small
narratives has proven inadequate, but selective adherence to tradition,
pluralist adaptations, and humanism have been more eﬀective
replacements. Relying on evolutionary psychology as much as on
Charles Taylor, the argument suggests that no single answer is
possible to the book title’s question, but that the term “postmodernity”
– referring to the era, not to postmodernism – still usefully describes
major currents within the contemporary world.

MARK MCCUTCHEON (Athabasca) is pleased to announce the
publication of Shape Your Eyes By Shutting Them. In this inventive
collection of poems, McCutcheon engages in sophisticated literary
play and deploys the Surrealist practices of juxtaposition, cut-up, and
defamiliarization. Moving from eroticism to the macabre and from
transformative quotation to the individual idiom, Shape Your Eyes by
Shutting Them explores intertextuality in poetry by challenging the
cultural tradition of seeing quotation as derivative.
You can freely download the collection here.
To read Mark’s blog post on the collection for 49thshelf, click here.

KARINA VERNON (Toronto Scarborough) is pleased to announce the
publication of The Black Prairie Archives: An Anthology.
The Black Prairie Archives: An Anthology recovers a new regional
archive of “black prairie” literature, and includes writing that ranges
from work by nineteenth-century black fur traders and pioneers, all of it
published here for the first time, to contemporary writing of the twentyfirst century. This anthology establishes a new black prairie literary
tradition and transforms inherited understandings of what prairie
literature looks and sounds like. It collects varied and unique work by
writers who were both conscious and unconscious of themselves as
black writers or as “prairie” people. Their letters, recipes, oral literature,
autobiographies, rap, and poetry- provide vivid glimpses into the reality
of their lived experiences and give meaning to them.
The book includes introductory notes for each writer in non-specialist
language, and notes to assist readers in their engagement with the
literature. This archive and its supporting text oﬀer new scholarly and
ACCUTE Newsletter
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pedagogical possibilities by expanding the nation’s and the region’s archives. They enrich our
understanding of black Canada by bringing to light the prairies' black histories, cultures, and
presences.
20% of at the WLU site: https://www.wlupress.wlu.ca/Books/T/The-Black-Prairie-Archives

PARTICIPANTS WANTED!
An English professor is seeking participants for "The Culture of Work in
English Departments" survey. This SSHRC-funded survey gathers
information about faculty members' experiences in the profession.
This project is a SSHRC-funded survey on the workplace cultures of
English departments (and programs) across the nation. The purpose of this
survey, “The Culture of Work in English Departments,” is to gather information about faculty
members’ experiences in the profession, both in their careers and in their prior studies. This survey
explores where some English faculty members may be encountering work-related problems in their
daily employment and in their larger careers. This research has the potential to help improve
workplace policies and working conditions for English faculty.
Your participation would involve taking a 10-minute survey that you can stop, save, and resume at
your convenience. The survey is available until May 28, 2020. All responses will be kept strictly
confidential.
To participate, please email SurveyAcademe@brocku.ca. This survey is run by Dr. Lynn Arner,
Associate Professor at Brock University, an English professor with training in statistics.
As an incentive to participate, those who complete the survey will be oﬀered a link to a diﬀerent
website to enter a drawing to win 1 of 5 $100 gift certificates for Chapters/Indigo (usable at stores
or on-line).
This survey received ethics clearance from Brock University’s Research Ethics Board [REB #19-077ARNER].
For more information. Click here.

New book? Tell us!
Email info.accute@gmail.com
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The ACCUTE Board of Directors
Jennifer Andrews (President)
Elizabeth Effinger (Vice-President)
Ann Gagné (CAF Caucus Rep)
Nahmi Lee (President, Graduate Student Caucus
Rep)
Kit Dobson (Member-at-Larger, Prof. Concerns)
Laura K. Davis (Member-at-Large, Colleges)
Hannah McGregor (Member-at-Large, Priestley
Prize)
Gregory Betts (President-Elect)
Alan Pero (Editor, English Studies in Canada)
(ex-officio)
Jacqueline Jenkins (CACE President) (ex-officio)

With thanks…
The ACCUTE office runs only with the help of
the ACCUTE board and past offices, as well as
the support of the University of New
Brunswick’s Department of English and the
Faculty of Arts.
We especially want to thank ACCUTE’s
members for your support. Please remember to
renew your membership. It’s quick and easy,
and you can do it online!

The ACCUTE Office
Vicky Simpson (ACCUTE Office Coordinator)
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